Saab 93aero

The Saab is a compact executive car that was originally developed and manufactured by the
Swedish automaker Saab. The first generation is based on the GM platform changing to the GM
Epsilon platform with the introduction of the second-generation car The car was badged as 9 3
starting in the model year, when Saab revised the naming strategy of their small car to match
that of the larger 9 5. The model was advertised as , pronounced as "nine three". The Saab was
launched in for the model year essentially as a rebadged second-generation Saab â€” model ,
and succeeded by a redesigned for the model year. It is not to be confused with the Saab 93 ,
pronounced "ninety three", which was a car produced by Saab from to The first generation , an
updated Saab NG , was launched in for the model year. It is known to enthusiasts as the 'OG'
old generation and internally as body style Saab claimed that 1, changes were made between
the outgoing NG and the Changes included revised suspension , intended to improve the
handling characteristics of the car. It was available as a three or five-door hatchback , and as a
two-door convertible. It was the last small Saab to use the company's H engine. Other notable
changes included a stronger AC compressor, better ventilation system, and a switch to a
hydraulically operated convertible roof rather than an electric powered. For the U. A Saab
innovation is the ' Night Panel ', carried over from the Saab , which permits dousing of the
instrument panel lighting, except for essential information, for less distraction when night
driving. A total of , first generation s were built. As with the preceding generation, convertibles
were built by Valmet in Uusikaupunki, Finland. Valmet was also the only plant assembling the
Viggen, in all three bodystyles. Altogether, Valmet built Hatchbacks of all models. Between and ,
Saab offered a limited edition and higher-performance version of the Only 4, Viggen
specification cars were produced. The Viggen is powered by Saab's 2. The cars are equipped
with a higher capacity intercooler, performance-tuned ECU, flow-through muffler and tip, stiffer
gearbox casing and stronger output shaft, a heavy-duty clutch and pressure plate, stiffened and
lowered springs with revised spring rates, firmer dampers, and stronger CV joints and
driveshafts. The Viggen is only available with a five-speed manual transmission which features
an electronic torque-sensing function to prevent damage to the gearbox. In , the Viggen was the
first to use Saab's Trionic 7 engine management system. The exterior of the Viggen features a
larger rear wing that also located the radio antenna to the rear of the roof, aerodynamically
designed bumpers and side skirts, model-specific inch alloy wheels, and upgraded brakes. The
interior offers special bolstered and coloured leather seats and door cards in four colours:
black with black inserts 'Charcoal' , black with blue inserts 'Deep Blue' , black with orange
inserts 'Flame Ochre' and tan with tan inserts. Other interior features include a CD player with
four or six-speaker, amplifier and CD-changer options, power moonroof, and what were initially
Viggen-specific motorised and heated leather seats with the Viggen delta logo embossed in the
backrest. The Viggen seats later became available in the Aero model U. Some colourways
feature carbon-fibre interior trim, offered between and the middle of the model year. Cars built
afterward came with a less expensive printed grey pattern for the dash and standard trim.
Buyers of new Viggen models in the U. A total of 4, Viggens were manufactured by Valmet
Automotive in Finland until production ended in June ; of which units were produced for the UK
market. For , 3-door Viggens were imported into the U. Some journalists have criticised the
Viggen, in particular for untamed torque steer in low gears, with Britain's Evo Magazine naming
the car as one of its 10 worst cars ever tested. All the petrol engines offered in the first
generation were versions of the Saab H engine. The non-turbo models use a distributor, and
leads to each spark plug, while the turbocharged engines utilise Saab's Trionic engine
management system with a Direct Ignition Module or cassette mounted at the top of the engine,
directly connecting to the spark plugs. The latter two technologies were migrated into other GM
products during the ten years that GM controlled Saab. All of the engines, other than the
normally aspirated version and the low-pressure turbo, had high specific power outputs. The
BR generated The new remained an exclusively front-wheel drive powertrain at launch. The
most significant aesthetic change from the previous generation cars was the elimination of the
hatchback design. The second-generation was available as a four-door saloon, an estate
introduced in late as a model, known as the SportWagon, SportCombi or Sport-Hatch dependent
on the market , and a two-door convertible introduced in There are three different versions of
the turbocharged inline-four, with the amount of turbo boost determining the power output: 1.
The engines were mated with a 5-speed manual transmission or a 5-speed 'Sentronic' which is a
traditional automatic , not to be confused with SAAB's earlier 'Sensonic' which was a clutchless
manual transmission that retained a conventional H-pattern shifter, but the clutch system was
hydraulically actuated. In models, the standard manual transmission was a 5-speed gearbox
with the 6-speed optional. The 6-speed manual was standard on US 2. There were four trim
levels: the entry-level Linear, mid-range Vector and Arc with emphasis on sporty appeal and
luxury , and a top-of-the-range Aero model. However, in the US, the Linear was exclusively

available with the 2. No diesel models were ever sold in the US, neither were the 1. On 22
February , the final 47 Saabs were built. Note: Diesel, biopower, and certain petrol engines were
not available in North America. Starting from late , diesel engines are Fiat-sourced common-rail
units. The Vector trim level was replaced with the Aero in the United States. The Arc trim level
received the five-speed manual in place of the six-speed. In the UK, the Aero 2. The 2. The 1. The
8V version was available exclusively with a 6-speed manual, while the 16V was also available
with a 6-speed automatic. The 16V was equipped with a diesel particulate filter as standard,
while it was optional on the 8V for the MY. Like the 2. US versions were sold with inch wheels
standard inch for the Aero , unlike the inch wheels which were previously found in the Linear
version. In the United States, but not in most countries, was the last year of the Linear and Arc
versions. In addition, the 6-speed manual was dropped and both the Arc and Aero received the
5-speed manual. A new 2. The Aero was exclusively available with the V6 in the US, replacing
the 2. In other markets, the Aero was available with both the four-cylinder 2. The Arc
designation also disappeared, replaced by a trim level simply known as 2. A special "20 Years
Edition Aero Convertible" for the American market was unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show
in January to celebrate 20 years since the introduction of the Saab convertible. All 20 Years
Edition Aero Convertibles were offered in metallic electric blue. The dashboard was revamped
for , with the Saab Information Display moved from its high mounted position to the main
instrument binnacle. The button-heavy climate control system disappeared, replaced by the
Saab climate control system, OnStar was re-introduced and required when Nav was ordered in
North America, and the corporate GM head unit debuted, which allowed for satellite radio and
MP3 CD capability. The suspension went from harsh to firm, and the cabin was quietened. Steel
Gray was also replaced with Titan Gray as an exterior color choice. For the model year, the was
also available with Biopower versions of the 1. In the U. The manual transmission in the 2. A
60th Anniversary Edition was also offered for the sedan, wagon, and convertible body styles for
to celebrate 60 years of SAAB. The package was available on 2. Sedan and convertible models
also received trunk-lid spoilers. Saab claimed over changes were made to the model year cars.
Black replaced charcoal gray as an interior color choice. Snow Silver became a new exterior
color. A new twin-turbo diesel engine with PS, dubbed 1. The TTiD engine was also available in
Aero trim. All Turbo X models were offered in metallic jet black with matte grey trim. It is
powered by a 2. It has larger brakes as well as stiffer springs and shocks. The dash, shift lever,
and door panels have a carbon fiber look and the turbo boost gauge draws its inspiration from
the Saab The series expands the trim levels while dropping the limited-edition Turbo X [26]
saloon and estate from the lineup. The convertible range lacked the all-wheel-drive option. The
Saab was mostly unchanged from the model, although the Aero trim level came standard with
the XWD system, eLSD, and horsepower power increase, all formerly reserved for the
discontinued Turbo X. Only the 2. For , the Saab Aero's turbocharged V6 was eliminated. All
models used the 2. A limited-edition of 96 Aero Carlsson was released. The ePower concept car
is based on the SportWagon, has a The production version was slated to be unveiled at the
Frankfurt Motor Show and market launch for After the test, sales are scheduled to begin in
Sweden in For the model year, the single-turbo TiD diesel engines were replaced by twin-turbo
diesel engines TTiD , which increased the power output of the 8V version from to PS, and the
16V from to , respectively. The received some revisions in for the model year. Other changes
included rear badging in line with all new Saab saloon, 'ice block' style headlights, New bumper
design, titanium metallic-effect trim around the instrument panel, gearshift, doors, and glove
box. The Aero included graphite fiber effect. Contrast stitching on leather upholstery. In most
markets, car was badged 'Griffin'. An "Independence Edition" convertible was released with a
total of units to commemorate the first anniversary of the sale to Spyker Cars. The Griffin is
replaced with a badge displaying the Saab logotype , as well as new seats. The first cars were to
deliver in Spring as a "Limited Edition" model. Only two colors were available, black and Silver.
The no longer meets the latest Euro NCAP tests regarding pedestrian safety; therefore, only 1,
cars of each body model could be sold in Europe, as a low-volume manufacturer. The only other
market was China. An electric version was to be launched in spring in the Chinese market. Saab
automobile production ended as of May because Qingbo Investment, one of NEVS
shareholders, was not able to reach a financing agreement. Production of the electric in China
was started in The design language was supervised by Simon Padian, and the design team
managed to produce a clay model and several computer models before General Motors
announced it had put the Saab brand "under review" in December After an intended sale of
Saab to Swedish supercar manufacturer Koenigsegg ultimately failed in , General Motors
reached an agreement with Dutch manufacturer Spyker N. The sale of Saab to Spyker was
completed in late February and work on a replacement for the was restarted virtually
immediately. The new management of Saab, headed by CEO Victor Muller , felt, however, that a

new design language was needed to distance a newly independent Saab from General Motors.
Muller hired Jason Castriota in June to work on a scalable car platform that would serve as the
basis for future Saabs, beginning with the replacement for the By that time, Saab had run into
serious cash flow problems, but work on the PhoeniX platform and the replacement continued
to the point that bankruptcy papers were filed in late The replacement of the , which had been
renamed by that time, [54] was to have 1. The car was to have a hybrid drivetrain and was to be
released in both a premium Aero and an economy Vector variant. When Saab finally filed for
bankruptcy in December , Castriota and his team had finished most work on the car's body and
its engineering, with the interior remaining the last hurdle before completing the car, which was
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

